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Christmas Star
COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY FABY REILLY DESIGNS

A new and original shape to stitch!
This ornament has been carefully designed by Faby Reilly so that once mounted, the stitched piece is the shape of a nicely stuffed Xmas star.
A backstitch outline (differing slightly for the back part so as to add volume) is supplied with the chart and serves for mounting the star
ornament. You can either attach a little loop at the top for hanging or fix a large ribbon at the back if you want to tie the ornament at the top of
the Xmas tree.

Faby Reilly also offers a free step-by-step tutorial for mounting the star shape .  The tutorial is available for download on our free tutorials
page.

This lovely star-shape is part of Faby Reilly's collection of Christmas ornaments, ll in interesting shapes. They're so cute you'll want to collect
them all!

While the stitching is richly decorated with specialty stitches and beading, as usual, Faby Reilly supplies cristal-clear double charts, one with
the underlying cross stitch, the second one with the decorative stitches. You also get a choice of Black and White or Color depending on your
preference.

A cross stitch pattern designed by Faby Reilly - La Fée Rie. 
>> visit Faby Reilly's store.

Number of stitches: 96 x 90 (wide x high)

>> View size in my choice of fabric - Click here (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch (no fractional stitches), Backstitch, 

Chart: Black and White chart AND Color chart

Threads: DMC Embroidery floss, 

Accessories, seed beads, ribbon (optional)

Number of colors: 12

Themes: Xmas, Christmas, tree ornament, star

>> see all Xmas ornaments by Faby Reilly
>> see all Christmas patterns (all designers)
 
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £, €: to view price in POUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.
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